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As can be seen in this edition of The 
Pulse, our nurses are working in all 
settings with all types of patients, 
organisations and communities.

Every country in the world is affected by 
the rising tide of chronic disease and the 
need for appropriate care, and Taranaki 
is no exception. The potential for nurses 
to contribute to improving the health of 
populations in Taranaki and around the 
world has never been greater.

Statistics show that 60% of deaths 
globally are due to chronic disease, 
with 80% of these occurring in low 
and middle income countries. On 
International Nurses’ Day, the Council of 

Nurses called on nurses everywhere to 
move to stem the pandemic of chronic 
disease.

The Pulse this year reflects the diversity 
of nursing roles. The Nursing Reconnect 
Programme has examples of nurses who 
are returning to practice in the hospital 
and the community with increased 
passion and excitement for their work. 

This edition also has many examples of 
nurses that have continued to train and 
develop their skills throughout their 
careers. 

With all the continued education that 
nurses are involved in patients continue 
to appreciate the work of our nurses 
and midwives. The Praise for Nurses 
story highlights how the positive 
interaction between nurses and patients 
is beneficial to recovery.

International Nurses Day and the 
International Day of the Midwife give 
us the opportunity to celebrate both 
professions each year, acknowledging 
the hard work and commitment to 

patient care. We greatly appreciate the 
work done by all nurses and midwives 
across Taranaki, those in hospitals and 
in the community, and we thank you 
for your contribution towards Taranaki 
Together, a Healthy Community.

Right now there is a midwife helping 
a woman become a mum, a nurse 
holding the hand of a dying man, a 
nurse inserting an IV in a child, a nurse 
listening to an Alzheimer’s patient tell a 
story of long ago, a nurse and midwife 
missing their family while taking care of 
yours . In the minute you took to read 
this, nurses all over the world are saving 
lives. 

A big thank you to the nurses and 
midwives working with our community 
throughout Taranaki.

Kerry-Ann Adlam 
Director of Nursing 

Comments from CEO Tony Foulkes and Director of Nursing Kerry-Ann Adlam

Board and Advisory Committee Updates

Board Update – May  

• The consolidated financial result to 

date is $2.21m. Our forecast remains at 

$850,000 worse than planned.

• The first stage of Project Maunga 

will now include the demolition of the 

Stainton block. With pressure on the 

national budget it is unlikely we would 

receive approval for stage two and three 

in the immediate future.

• Two Expressions of Interest that affect 

Taranaki are the National Maori PHO 

Coalition and the Midland Network. Both 

have been considered by the Ministry of 

Health and business cases are to proceed.

• Project Splice consultation is complete 

and recommendations were approved by 

the board.

• The Draft National Health IT Plan was 

tabled for discussion. It is looking at how 

DHBs can work better together.

• There was a presentation from the 

Department of Conservation on Operation 

Egmont animal pest control.

• Actions by the Disability Action Group 

has resulted in approval for the location 

of two bus stops within Base Hospital 

grounds.

• The overall funding position for the nine 

months to March was a surplus of $4.4m 

against a budgeted surplus of $3.75m.

Community & Public Health/ Disability 
Support Advisory Committees – April

• The financial deficit forecast has 

increased from $7.1m to $8.1m. The 

relationships between volume, quality and 

cost pressures were demonstrated, showing 

how the factors impacted on each other.

• Ambulance Service ownership discussions 

continue with the Ministry of Health.

• The Emergency Department at Base 

continues to be under pressure. There 

has been a 21% increase in triage 4 and 5 

presentations at Hawera ED in a year.

• The Community Oral Health Project is 

moving ahead and will result in a complete 

change in the provision of oral health 

services for 0-18 year olds.

Hospital Advisory Meeting – April

Tony Foulkes      Kerry-Ann Adlam 
Chief Executive      Director of Nursing

Tony Foulkes 
Chief Executive
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Rewarding Career in Mental Health

John Gregory

John Gregory made a snap decision 
to become a mental health nurse, 
leaving a career as a photographer 
behind him. And he hasn’t regretted 
it one bit.

It was seeing a TV documentary 

followed by a visit to a mental 
hospital that sparked his interest in 
mental health - the term “mental 
health” had yet to be used.

The new TDHB Clinical Nurse 
Manager for Te Puna Waiora trained 
in the UK in his mid-twenties. He 
qualified as a mental health nurse 
and has worked in the field ever 
since.

He finds working in mental health 
interesting and rewarding. “I enjoy 
talking to the clients and always 
have.”

John came to New Zealand from 
the UK in 2000 before heading to 
Australia for a few years. He has 
returned to take up the job with the 
DHB. 

His role involves helping oversee the 
inpatient adult mental health unit 
Te Puna Waiora, the Crisis Team, the 
Acute Home-based Support Team 
and Te Whare Whakaahuru, an 
acute respite facility. 

John believes that people suffering 
from mental health problems should 
be given as many opportunities as 
possible, along with support and 
understanding. “Mental illness can 
strike anyone, just like a physical 
illness.”

Nursing has given him plenty of 
opportunities to live and work in 
many different places, giving him 
an understanding of how things 
are done elsewhere. “I think New 
Zealand has got a good mental 
health service. There’s a committed 
workforce and the most talented 
bunch of nurses who are prepared 
to go the extra mile.” 

He is impressed how the staff 
members here support each other. 
“We’ve got a good team and we 
discuss things.”

The most important quality mental 
health nurses need is a desire to help 
others to get the most from their 
lives, John says.

A Love of Nursing 
Shona Barlow was just 15 when she 
began her nurse training.

Her mother and three sisters were 
all nurses and it was expected she 
follow in their footsteps. Shona, a 
renal district nurse, retired in March. 

Looking back over her long career 
she wouldn’t have had it any other 
way. “I loved the challenge, it 
suited me beautifully and has been 
very satisfying,” she says.

She returned to nursing in 1973 
after leaving to have a family. In 
the late 1980s she trained as a 
renal nurse and was the only one 
in Taranaki for 10 years. She has 
known some of the patients for 30 
years, and she’s going to miss them 
and her colleagues.

In 1997, Pauline Priest began 

Shona Barlow with a photo of 
herself early on in her nursing 
career.

relieving so Shona could take 
holidays. They’ve worked together 
ever since.

Their role involves training and 
supporting pre-dialysis, peritoneal 
dialysis and transplant patients. 
Peritoneal dialysis is a home-based 
treatment for patients with severe 
chronic kidney failure.

Shona says the highlight of her 
career was the opening of the Renal 
Unit in 2001. The number of renal 
nurses grew to six at the time. “It 
was very exciting,” she said.

Shona’s husband Ray recently 
retired from his job at Port Taranaki 
as harbourmaster and operations 
manager. Together they have 
plenty planned for their retirement. 
Biking, golf and travelling are 
among the long to-do list.
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What’s New in Maternity?

Midwife Laura Egan

Over the past 18 months there have 
been changes to the antenatal clinic 
service at Taranaki DHB. 

Midwife Laura Egan has been 
appointed Antenatal Clinic Co-

ordinator and will lead the 
development of the hospital-based 
antenatal clinic service in Taranaki.

She says the changes have resulted 
in a more collaborative approach to 
coordinating the care of pregnant 
women. They will receive obstetric 
management for complications and 
midwifery support to prepare for 
labour and a new baby. 

Laura liaises with different 
professionals to ensure services 
best meet the needs of women and 
their families. There will be better 
links with the Diabetes Service, 
Social Work, Speech and Language 
Therapy and the Maternal Fetal 
Medicine Unit in Wellington. 

For women who require more 
specialised care, Laura coordinates 
the process between units at 
Auckland, Waikato and Wellington. 

The service has been further 
enhanced by visits from Wellington-

based maternal fetal medicine 
specialist Dr Jeremy Tuohy, 
who holds an ultrasound and 
consultation clinic in Taranaki 
once a month. “This has been an 
absolute asset to the antenatal 
service as women do not have to 
travel out of town at what can be a 
stressful time,” Laura says.

A multidisciplinary meeting is held 
to coincide with Dr Tuohy’s visits. 
Professionals discuss the medical, 
social and psychological aspects of 
women using the service.

Another exciting development 
is the antenatal clinic service 
relocating to the David Street Clinic, 
at the end of Labour Ward, in 
May. The clinic has its own patient 
entrance and refurbished facilities, 
with more space and a lighter, 
fresher façade. The area will be 
used for all antenatal outpatient 
visits, antenatal outpatient 
procedures and baby hip check 
clinics.

Dream Career for Midwife

Arilie Dolan began her career as a 
hospital aide and has ended it as a 
midwife.

Arilie Dolan

She first started her nursing 
training when she left school in 
1958, but left before finishing to 
get married - in those days married 
women could not work as a nurse.

In 1973, she started what was to 
become a long career at TDHB as 
a hospital aide in the Emergency 
Department then Theatre.

She later trained as an enrolled 
nurse, graduating top of the class. 
She worked in Ward 2 and ED 
before transferring to Maternity.

In 1994, Arilie become a registered 
nurse. She worked in Ward 4 and 5 
before returning to Maternity. 

Finally in 1998, she achieved her 
lifelong ambition of becoming a 
midwife after a year-long course 
through Auckland University of 

Technology while still working as a 
registered nurse. 

“In 1999, I branched out into 
independent midwifery, finally 
realising my dream,” Arilie said. “It 
has been a difficult but rewarding 
career that has included many sad 
and wonderful times. “

She said highlights of her career 
included inspiring others to become 
midwives, receiving invitations 
to birthday parties and photos of 
children she had delivered.

Arilie is looking forward to 
retirement and finding new ways 
to spend her time. She appreciates 
the support the hospital has given 
her as she progressed from hospital 
aide to enrolled nurse, registered 
nurse then midwife.
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Another Time, Another Pace

My husband and youngest son 
visited Vanuatu with a group from 
the Central Baptist Church in 2008 
to build a water tank for a village. 
They both fell in love with the 
place and the people.

In 2009, I joined my husband for a 
brief part of his trip while he did 
more voluntary work there.

We stayed in a village where most 
people spoke English. The other 
two official languages are Bislama, 
which is like pidgin English, and 
French.

I went to the local hospital just 
to have a look around, but was 
so warmly welcomed to the 
maternity unit I decided to work 
there for a few days. The unit had 
an antenatal clinic, labour ward 
and 16 postnatal beds.

At the antenatal clinic, it was 
a matter of first in first served. 
The doors were shut after the 
first 40 women were seen, and 
the remainder told to come back 
another day. 

I accompanied a woman, who 
was six months pregnant, from 
the village where we stayed to 
the clinic. She had already tried 
twice previously to get in and it 
was difficult to convince her to try 
again. I explained this was one time 

when “island time” didn’t count.

The clinic provided plenty of 
information on parenting and 
birth control, but there are still 
high rates of teen pregnancies and 
STDs. 

There were educational videos 
playing the whole time as many 
locals are illiterate because school 
is expensive and not compulsory. 

Post natal staff had little to do 
with the mothers as their own 
“mammas” looked after them, 
teaching how to nappy change, 
bath and feed the baby. The staff 
members were only called on if 
there were concerns. 

Most women go home the next 
day and only return at two and 
four weeks for check ups.  

Women in labour are assessed 
every four hours but otherwise 
walk along the corridors, 
supported by their mamma, until 
they are ready to push. They don’t 
usually have any pain relief. 

The women bring their own linen, 
food and drink. One woman I 
cared for hadn’t had anything 
to eat or drink for 15 hours. She 
had sent her husband home to 
get her something as she was 
thirsty. I managed to find a cup 

and give her some water. An hour 
later, the woman gave birth to a 
healthy little baby - amazing.

On another occasion, I checked 
in on an 18-year-old woman 
who had just been cleared to go 
home with her small, 36 week 
old twins which were born three 
days earlier. One of the babies 
weighed just 2100g and was 
sleepy, floppy and hadn’t fed 
much since birth. She looked 
dehydrated with cracked, dry lips. 

With a lot of hand signals and 
a little Bislama, I helped the 
woman express milk to cup feed 
the baby.

The baby was like a wilted 
flower being watered - within 
minutes of drinking the milk 
she was responsive enough to 
then breastfeed for 20 minutes. I 
wondered if the baby would have 
survived if she had gone home 
without the expressed breast 
milk. 

I learned while I was there how 
blessed we are in New Zealand 
to have our high standard of 
living and medical care - we can’t 
take anything for granted. Even 
though Vanuatu is another time 
another pace, babies are born 
and women still survive.

TDHB Midwife Robyn Millen spent time volunteering at a Vanuatu hospital. This is her story.
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TDHB QUIZ NIGHT

This year we celebrated International 
Nurses Day with a quiz night, 
organised by the Nursing Directorate.

The response to the quiz night 
was overwhelming, with 20 teams 
representing the DHB, Southern 
Cross Hospital, WITT, Phoenix Urgent 
Doctors, CAREfirst.  
 
It was a closely contested quiz and 
only three points separated the 
top three teams. The winning team 
was Twitters (WITT), second was 
Neuroleptics (Mental Health) and 
third was Flaming Phoenix (Phoenix 
Urgent Doctors).
 
Many of the teams dressed for the 
occasion and made the judging for 
best dressed team a challenge. After 

much discussion Neo Nerds (NNU) took 
out first prize with Risqué Business 
(Quality Risk) second and Frontal 
Lobectomies (Mental Health) third.  
 
The Nursing Directorate thanks all 
the teams for making it an enjoyable 
evening, and a reminder that bribery 
doesn’t work with Glenda unless it is 
a decent bribe.
 
Also special thanks to Kerry, our 
obliging orderly, who was the 
perfect waiter attending tables 
during the evening. And thank you 
to cleaners Helen Cole and Colin 
Newman who altered their café 
cleaning schedule for the evening.

The evening was full of surprises 
with some teams being awarded 

spot prizes for innovative answers.  
For example:

What is the term used to 
describe the act of throwing the 
ball into the turf immediately 
after scoring a touch down in 
American Rules football?
• Show off
• Childish 
              
Why is the White House 
white?
• So the wombles can’t find it
• Green houses get to hot 
• Purity 

What is Nyctophobia?
• Fear of nurses
• Fear of underwear
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Nurses Go Back to What they Love

Ward 3 Nurse Helen Leppard

Former nurses are rediscovering 
their passion working in health 
and returning to the workforce in 
droves thanks to Taranaki DHB’s 
Nursing Reconnect Programme.

More than 70 nurses have 
undertaken the programme since it 
started in 2007.

Two nurses who took advantage 
of the programme last year have 
found their niche and can’t believe 
their good fortune.

Delwyn Houston had been away 
from nursing for nine years. After 
diverse experiences from running 
a motel and a beauty therapy 
clinic, she still had nursing in her 
blood. “It was always in the back 
of my mind to retrain and Taranaki 
DHB offered me the perfect 
opportunity,” she said.

The Nursing Reconnect Programme 
is a Nursing Council of New 
Zealand approved competence 
assessment programme for 
enrolled and registered nurses.  It 
takes 6-12 weeks to complete and 
nurses are matched to senior nurses 
for clinical placements. 

Delwyn had previous experience 
working in Middlemore Hospital’s 
rehabilitation and surgical 
wards. But after completing the 
programme she decided to look 
at different options and is now 
working at Chalmers Rest Home.

“In the rest home I get to know 
the residents, listen to their stories 
and learn about their lives. I feel 
privileged,” Delwyn said.

Nurse Helen Leppard also successfully 
completed the programme and is 

working in Ward 3 at Taranaki Base 
Hospital.

“It’s like a 
dream. It’s what 
I wanted to do 
and the nursing 
reconnect course 
gave me the 
confidence.”
During the nine years Helen was 
out of nursing she had stints 
owning and running a cafe in 
Waitara, and as matron at NPGHS 
Scotlands Hostel. She said the 
course was amazing. “It gives 
you that ‘you can do it’ feeling. 
It reaffirms that you do have the 
skills, you do have the knowledge. 
Reconnect Coordinator Glenda 
Butturini instilled that confidence 
in us.”

She said working as a nurse again 
was scary and she still had to 
check herself.  “There is different 
equipment and procedures but 
your instincts are still the same and 
patient’s needs are still the same,” 
she said.

Helen said patients seemed to be 
sicker in hospital now as simple 
health problems were dealt with in 
the community.

“The best change in the wards 
is there is much more of a team 
approach between doctors, 
pharmacists, specialist nurses and 
nurses. In the old days a nurse 
would never speak to a consultant 
– those days have gone and it is a 
much better atmosphere,” she said.

Both nurses said they enjoyed 
a change while bringing up 
their families, but the Nursing 
Reconnect Programme was the 
nudge they needed to remember 
how passionate they were about 
nursing.
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Keeping Safe Overseas

9

 

Jody Neville-Lamb

Jody Neville-Lamb is combining her 
nursing background with a love of 
travelling to help people be safe 
overseas.

She has completed a Postgraduate 
Certificate in Travel Medicine and 
now runs Carefirst Medical Centre’s 
Travel Clinic with Dr Alison Gadsby.

The clinic offers vaccinations and 
a wide range of advice on how 
to stay safe and healthy while 
overseas.

Jody was a practice nurse at 
CAREfirst before studying travel 
medicine. Most of the people on 
her course were GPs, with just a few 
other nurses.

A keen traveller herself, she enjoys 
finding out about people’s overseas 
plans and advising them on what 
they can do to keep safe. “It’s really 
interesting, and I get to see people 
who are doing cool things.”

Jody says her own overseas 
experiences give her an insight into 
what people may be in store for. “If 
you’re doing travel medicine, it’s 
really good to travel.”

Every country, continent and 
environment is unique and requires 
different precautions to be 
taken. Jody needs to know exact 
destinations, timeframes, activities 
and types of accommodation to 
identify any risks.

The consultations, which can last 
up to an hour, cover everything 
from vaccines and antimalarials to 
advice on safe sex and credit card 
fraud.

Medication is prescribed for people 
who might suffer ailments such as 
altitude sickness or stomach bugs 
while they’re away. 

Jody’s travel tips
• Always have travel insurance - you 
never know when you may find 
yourself in need of urgent medical 
attention.
• Rabies is 100% fatal if you don’t get 
medical treatment. If you’ve been bitten 
or scratched by an animal seek urgent 
medical attention. There’s also a vaccine 
available for rabies.
• Watch what you eat and drink in 
Egypt - 80% of travellers end up with 
diarrhoea from the food and water 
there.  
• Keep photocopies of your passport in 
a safe place, it’ll make the application 
process to get a new one a lot easier if 
you lose the original.
• If you return from a malaria 
affected country with a temperature 
seek medical attention early and 
tell your health professional where 
you’ve been. 
• Protect yourself from malaria 
mosquitoes at night, that’s when they 
feed. Dengue mosquitoes bite during the 
day.
• If you think you need vaccines 
before you travel, arrange this early. 
Some vaccines require a series of 
injections. Yellow fever vaccine is 
compulsory for entry into many 
countries throughout South America 
and Africa. 
• Make sure someone knows where you 
are at all times.

Praise for Nurses
Here are just of a few of the 
comments made by patients 
thanking nurses for the care they 
provide. The comments are from 
the Patient Satisfaction Surveys.

“The ward nurses were great - 
went out of their way to ensure 
comfort and kept me up-to-date on 
happenings.” (Ward 2)

“Impressed by the nurses’ expertise 
and attention at all times.” (Ward 4)

“Night nurse excellent.” (Ward 3)

“Male nurse was excellent - kind, 
quiet and efficient when I felt so 
dreadful.” (ED)

“Most staff treated me as if I was 
personally important to them - not 
just a patient.” (Ward 5)

“Impressed by the way nurses cared 
for a very difficult patient in my 
room.” (Ward 4)

“The WITT trainees were excellent, 
very pleasant and helpful. The HCAs 
very friendly and helpful.” (Ward 4)

“The ED nurse was lovely, had a 
good sense of humour and I really 
appreciated his care.” (ED)

“Helpfulness of nursing and medical 
staff made me feel so safe and well 
cared for.” (Ward 5)

“Wonderful discharge information 
given to me as mum’s carer - such a 
help.” (Day Ward)

“Midwives were fantastic, 
beautiful, caring people. Thank 
you for making my experience so 
wonderful.” (Maternity)

“Helpfulness of all neonate nurses 
amazing. Came home feeling 
confident thanks to wonderful 
team.” (Maternity)
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Expert Shares Knowledge

Dr Michael Bird

Caring for people with dementia 
can be rewarding and challenging 
– especially when behavioural 
problems appear.

Finding the causes of behavioural 
problems can be particularly 
difficult but is a vital key to 

maintaining quality care, says an 
expert in the field.

Dr Michael Bird was in New 
Zealand to run a workshop at the 
Psychology of Older Age meeting 
in Auckland in April. He also spent 
two days in Taranaki, where he gave 
presentations on the behavioural 
and psychological symptoms of 
dementia. 

Dr Bird is a consultant (senior) 
clinical psychologist for older 
people in Australia. He is currently 
the Director of the Aged Care 
Evaluation Unit in Canberra.  He has 
a special interest in dementia and 
associated problems such as anxiety 
and depression.

He said behaviours associated 
with dementia include repetitive 
questions, screaming, violence, 
resistance to care and wandering. 

Finding the cause of the problem 
helps determine which treatment 
is most suitable for each client, he 
says. “Talking to families helps get 

a picture of how the person used 
to be.” For example someone who 
was a shift worker may find it 
difficult sleeping at night when in 
a rest home.

Dr Bird says anti-psychotic 
medication isn’t always the 
answer. A common sense 
approach, such as talking quietly 
to a distressed client, reassuring 
them or giving them space 
could be a better alternative. It’s 
important that staff looking after 
dementia sufferers take a lead in 
coming up with interventions, he 
added.

He said working with people with 
dementia can be stressful. “There 
are some amazingly dedicated 
people out there.”

TDHB Clinical Psychologist John 
Glass and Aged Residential 
Care Nurse Consultant Bronwen 
Pepperell organised for Dr Bird to 
come to Taranaki. The workshops 
were a big hit with the DHB and 
rest home staff who attended.

Manager Heads to Australia 
Paula Hakesley has left her job as 
Mental Health Service Manager for a 
new role across the ditch.

She said she had spent five fabulous 
years at the DHB. “The staff are 
fantastic and the services are great.”

She especially liked working on 
projects that raised the Mental 
Health Service’s profile locally and 
nationally. “I have a passion for joint 
ventures and working with the NGO 
sector.”

Paula thanked the DHB for 
supporting her to grow 
professionally. “The DHB provides 
good grounds for people to get 
experience and take on new 
challenges.”

Paula Hakesley

Her colleagues were sad to see 
her go, and paid tribute to the 
contribution she had made to the 
mental health sector in Taranaki.

“I’ve just loved working with Paula,” 
Hospital Services General Manager 
Joy Farley said. “She is practical, 
sensible and got on with the job. For 
that, we’ll always be grateful.”

Several people, representing a range 
of departments and organisations, 
spoke at Paula’s farewell held in 
Barretts Lounge.

Mental Health Clinical Director Dr 
Samir Heble said he had enjoyed 
working with Paula, and credited 
her for strengthening networks in 
Taranaki.
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Elephant Represents an Obvious Truth

Stratford Health Centre Blessing
A blessing of the Stratford Health 
Centre site was held in April, before 
the building work started.

Members of the Stratford Health 
Trust, along with representatives 
from Taranaki DHB, Stratford District 
Council and the Whakaahurangi 
Marae took part in the blessing.

The Stratford Health Trust has 
completed a tender process with 
Fletcher Construction being awarded 
the contract. Construction has begun 
to develop the facilities on the 
existing Stratford Health Centre site.

The expanded health centre will 
accommodate general practice, 
physiotherapy, community midwifery, 
audiology services and current DHB 
services.

Due to the impacts of noise and 
disturbance on some patients, 
alternative rooms have been found 
at 88 Miranda St for the clinical 
services most affected.

However, DHB funded physiotherapy 
outpatients will have the choice of 
receiving treatment at the Stratford 
Physiotherapy Clinic, 88 Celia St, 
or at Base or Hawera Hospital 
Physiotherapy Departments.

ACC clients who meet Taranaki 
DHB entry criteria for outpatient 
physiotherapy are able to receive this 
treatment at Base or Hawera Hospital 
at no cost. Patients also have the 

option to receive treatment privately 
in Stratford, or elsewhere, and pay a 
co-payment.

The aim is to establish a community 
centered health service offering 
an extensive range of primary and 
secondary health services from a 
single location for the people of 
Stratford.

The blessing ceremony at the Stratford Health Centre.

There’s an elephant in the room and 
it’s too big to ignore - smoking.

Smoking is a serious addiction. More 
than half of all smokers can’t quit 
without help and about half of 
everyone who smokes dies from a 
smoking-related disease. On average, 
smokers lose 15 years of their lives. 

Hospitalisation provides a good 
opportunity to initiate and support a 
quit attempt, not only for patients but 
also parents and other whanau 
of hospitalised children and young 
people.

The ABC approach for smoking 
cessation is based on the New Zealand 
Smoking Cessation Guidelines, which 
prompts and provides support for 
all health workers to Ask all patients 
if they smoke, give Brief advice to 
quit to all smokers and to provide 
evidence-based Cessation support.

The average smoker can take about 14 
attempts before quitting successfully 
long term.  Health professionals have 
a duty of care and play an important 
role in helping smokers to quit. 

The key is to encourage and support 
another quit attempt as soon as 
possible. 

One of the Government’s new health 
targets is Better Help for Smokers 
to Quit. The target is for 80% of 
hospitalised smokers to be provided 
with advice and help to quit by July 
2010.

To help clinical staff document this 
we have introduced a simple tick box 
Smoking Cessation/Referral Form: 

All medical and nursing staff are 
required to complete the form for 
every patient admitted to hospital, 
including those staying in ED longer 
than three hours.

Through resonance 
comes cognisance;  
Through cognisance 
comes understanding;  
Through understanding 
comes knowledge;  
Through knowledge 
comes life and wellbeing

Mā te rongo, ka 
mōhio
Mā te mōhio, ka 
mārama
Mā te mārama, ka 
mātau
Mā te mātau, ka ora

http://tdhbintranet/Forms/Clinical/;
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Golf Day Full of Fun  

The Taranaki DHB annual golf 
tournament was a big hit with staff.

Participants were treated to a 
wonderful sunny day and fantastic 
views of the mountain as they played.  
The golf was pretty good also with 
competitive scores posted.

Congratulations to the winners:

Supreme Award for Best Overall 
Team 
Equinus Contracture (Orthopaedics/
Theatre)

2nd Best Overall team 
Busy Hands (Physio)

3rd Best Overall Team
HIQ Hackers (IT)

Best Dressed Team
The Disorderlies

Men’s Longest Drive
Colin Shotter

Women’s Longest Drive
Fiona Taylor

Men’s Closest to the Pin
Chris Henwood

Women’s Closest to the Pin
Val Young

Players were given a starter 
pack containing goodies before 
embarking on a round of golf, with 
BBQ sausages and refreshments on 
the way.  Everyone won a prize, and 
this year some got more than one.
 
The tournament and prizes could 
not happen without the generous 
support of our sponsors, which are 
acknowledged on: 

http://www.tdhb.org.nz/
news/latest_news.shtml

;
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Infection Control Committee - 
Annual Report 2009
This report highlighted the increased 
flu vaccine uptake and reduced 
stream infection in renal patients.  
The committee is always looking for 
interested staff to play a role.

Communication
A synopsis of the Clinical Board 
minutes from each meeting will 
go on the intranet. The Clinical 
Board intranet page will have 
information including details from 
the Dashboard of Clinical Indicators.

Next Meeting 
The next Clinical Board meeting will 
be held on Thursday, 27 May 2010.

13

 http://tdhbintranet/
AboutUs/Clinical+Board/

;

Clinical Board

Planning and Funding Clinical 
Leadership Group
Planning, Funding and Population 
GM Sandra Boardman provided 
information and answered questions 
about the role and current activity 
of this group, which is an advisory 
group to Planning and Funding 
made up of hospital and community 
clinicians. 

The group is working alongside the 
Clinical Board with a specific focus 
on funding.

The group is currently looking at three 
projects:

• Reducing community pharmacy 
expenditure 
• Interface between primary 
and secondary sectors around 
osteoarthritis and joint replacement
• Urgent but non emergency access to 
services after hours

Vagal Nerve Stimulation 
Therapy
The Clinical Board approved to 
take part in a pilot project that 
will establish the viability of this 
as a treatment modality for severe 
intractable epilepsy, where epilepsy 
surgery is not an option.  

Clinical Ethics Advisory Group
The establishment of a clinical 
ethics advisory group is supported 
unanimously by the Clinical Board.  
Dr Gail Riccitelli, Psychiatrist, will 
be the group champion for the 
DHB. The next step is to request 
expressions of interest from all 
clinical staff to develop a core 
group for this project.

If you are interested in being part 
of the group please contact Gail 
Riccitelli (Gail.Riccitelli@tdhb.org.nz, 
ext 8572) or Honor Lymburn (Honor.
Lymburn@tdhb.org.nz, ext 8982).

Blue Coat Brigade Blossoms 
Blue Coats are gracing our corridors 
in force, sending lost looking visitors, 
staff and patients off in the right 
direction.

The number of meet and greet 
volunteers, who are distinctive in 
their bright blue coats, has grown to 
23.

The concept started with just one 
person, but a recent call out for more 
volunteers resulted in a flood of calls 
to Volunteering New Plymouth.

The volunteers received training and 
were given a comprehensive tour of 
Base Hospital in preparation for their 
duties.

Blue Coat Supervisor Lyn Kretschmar 
organises the roster, which is split 
into morning and afternoon shifts. 
The meet and greet volunteers 
are based at main reception and 
corporate reception.

TDHB’s Robyn Harvey (far right) with some of the newly recruited meet and 
greet volunteers.

Robyn Harvey, of Human Resources, 
says the Blue Coats come from a 
range of backgrounds. 

From young mothers to retirees, 
they’re all keen to help out. “We 

really appreciate it.”  
The service is in its infancy and there 
are plans to grow it in the future. 

A special thanks to La Nuova 
Drycleaners for supporting the 
initiative.
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Kaumatua Day

This year’s Kaumatua Wellbeing Day 
at Waitara was again a great success, 
attracting more than 150 older people 
from as far away as Parihaka and Patea. 

The annual event was one of a series 
of Wellbeing Days organised by New 
Plymouth injury Safe, in partnership 

with Mahia Mai A Whai Tara, to raise 
awareness of health and wellbeing 
issues among Kaumatua in Taranaki. 

The Kaumatua Wellbeing Day was held 
in April at Owae Marae and promoted 
activities such as dancing, waiata, 
raranga (weaving), Tai Chi, mirimiri 

(massage), free health checks and the 
opportunity to have a free flu jab. 

More than 20 organisations, including 
the DHB, were represented on the 
day, providing information to raise 
awareness of health, wellbeing and 
safety issues.  

On Alert

Taranaki DHB took part in a recent 
Taranaki Civil Defence Emergency 
Management exercise to test response 
plans in the event of a tsunami threat.

It was a table top exercise, using a 
realistic scenario based on the 2009 
Samoan earthquake. The exercise 
focussed on the functions and 
relationships within the Emergency 

Operations Centre at the Taranaki 
Emergency Management Office.

Several organisations were represented 
in the various roles, including TDHB 
Emergency Management Coordinator 
Mike Broker as Health Liaison, and 
Communications Advisor Krysti Wetton 
in the Public Information Management 
Team.

Mike found the day useful and says health 
is now well recognised and integrated 
into Taranaki’s Civil Defence Emergency 
Management planning, response and 
recovery.  “It was great to see continued 
improvement in the function of the 
Emergency Operations Centre as a result 
of the ongoing training and exercises we 
have been involved in.”

The most interesting part of the day 
for Mike was seeing the New Plymouth 
District Council’s geographic information 
system for modelling the probable tsunami 
wave surge inland along our coast. It 
identified high-risk areas and populations, 
allowing relevant warnings and resources 
to be focussed in the right places.  

Coming up in October will be a 
national tsunami exercise, involving all 
Government departments. Taranaki DHB 
will take part in some capacity and Mike 
will be in touch with the relevant people 
with more details.
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•	 Did	you	know	that	full	blood	count	tests	cost	the	DHB	on	average	$42,725	a		
	 month?	That’s	for	3712	tests.

•	 For	the	3804	urea	tests	taken	on	average	each	month	the	cost	is	$12,667.

•	 It	costs	$26,586.00	for	3798	tests	for	electrolytes,	and	$5,064	for	1521	glucose		
	 tests.

•	 To	carry	out	1509	liver	function	tests	a	month	the	cost	is	$32,066.

Laboratory 
Costs 

Test Number Total Cost
Coag screen

464 $9,242

Troponin T
1161 $15,917

CRP
2071 $13,399

Urine
783 $13,624

Blood gas
352 $7,634

Blood group and hold
403 $6,443

Blood culture
224 $6,435

Here are some more interesting figures, taken as an average over a month.
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In Brief

Dental Therapist Retires

ED Farewells Friend

Health Education Resources 

The new catalogue of the Ministry of Health’s free health education resources is now available and has been distributed 
to TDHB departments and external organisations. To view and order MoH Health Education Resources online go to: 

 

The resources are available to order from the Public Health Unit’s Resource Room at no charge. To order, visit the 
Resource Room Public Health Unit or email resource.room@tdhb.org.nz. Along with the many Ministry of Health 
resources the centre also stocks material from other organisations.

An Essential Donation

The School Dental Service recently celebrated the retirement of 
Dental Therapist Jacqui Wickham at the Nice Hotel.

Photographed is Jacqui (centre) with colleagues Lois 
Harrop, from Stratford, and Sue Armstrong who came from 
Whangamata for the occasion. Jacqui, Lois and Sue previously 
worked together at the Inglewood School Dental Clinic and 
were known as the “Inglewood Trifecta”. 
 

The ED team gave Receptionist Michelle Ruakere a send off 
she won’t forget in a hurry. Sad to see her going, they took her 
hostage in an attempt to persuade her to stay. Michelle is moving 
to Australia, after working at the DHB for 21 years.

The Taranaki Masonic Lodge’s Ladies Committee has donated 
hundreds of toiletry packs for our patients over the last 10 
years. The committee members buy essential items such as 
toothbrushes, toothpaste, combs, pens and tissues and put them 
into packs for patients who suddenly find themselves admitted 
to Base or Hawera hospitals. 

Hospital Operations Manager Steve Berendsen said the packs 
were much appreciated by patients. Pictured are committee 
members Rosemary Harvie, Lorraine Yateman and Margaret 
Thompson with DHB staff Jenny Mackrell, Steve Berendsen, 
Raechel Goodhue, Janet Gibson and Sue Williamson.

www.healthed.govt.nz;


